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  Discussion with NCC Committee Members 
The solution is no closer after 30 years because they simply DO NOT GET IT. 
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19 May 2016 
 
NCC Member on the HB Coastal Strategy Committee 
 
Hi Faye 
 

Sand Replenishment to Rebuild Westshore Beach  
 
Further to our discussion on erosion at Westshore Beach and an issue discussed at 
the Coastal Strategy meeting on 2 May 2016. My response was delayed because the 
engineer needed additional profile data to ensure the latest calculations for the loss 
of seabed sand were accurate. 
 
Your question about the Port dumping dredged sand at Westshore Beach was very 
important but I believe the answer was misleading. I am concerned the incomplete 
response from HBRC could influence critical decisions to be made by the committee.  
 
Mike Adye’s answer referring to the two disposal zones included "the Port has been 
dumping sand off Westshore for 10 to 12 years". His answer implied dredging the 
shipping channel has produced discernible benefits over a period of time.  
 

 During maintenance dredging in 2012, the ‘Brage R’ suction dredge dumped sand 
within the Inner Disposal Zone (area ‘R ext’ as attached). However, the draft of the 
‘Brage R’ is over 6 meters when loaded so discharge was confined to the most 
northern corner (page 4-5). The deeper area of the inner disposal zone, where 
the dredge can open the loaded hopper, is well north of the Surf Club. 
 

 During capital dredging in 2014, the ‘Pacific Way’ and towed barge dumped just 
four hopper loads of sand near the Surf Club. Approximately 1,300m3 would 
have had some benefit north of the Surf Club but it was not obvious when 
combined with the high sand content ‘annual nourishment’ excavated from sea 
level on Pacific Beach. This reckless extraction caused early termination of the 
permit to remove gravel from this site eventhough vast quantities are surplus 
and readily available closer to the Port Breakwater. 
 

 During maintenance dredging in 2015, the ‘Pelican’ suction dredge dumped 
88,324m3 of clean sand (see page 7) within 400m of the beach off The Esplanade 
(see page 8). This is the first time sand has been dumped off Westshore where it 
can assist the Nourishment Scheme and help rebuild the beach.  

 
The dredged sand deposits on the beach north of the Surf Club have made a huge 
improvement but getting sand closer to shore where it can protect and provide a 
benefit to the southern end remains unresolved. The ‘managed retreat’ option has 
severely damaged this short section of beach where hard engineering is the logical 
durable solution but only when Councils objective is to retain land and infrastructure.   



 
 
 
The northerly coastal sediment drift ensured sand dredged up to 2014 was unable to 
assist the Beach Nourishment Scheme. Year after year, uncontrolled erosion of the 
beach barrier ridge and gradual loss of the nearshore seabed has been overlooked or 
ignored. Precious beach material which adequately protected property and 
infrastructure up to 1985 has been displaced with a huge body of water. This volume, 
approaching 400,000,000 litres, is now threatening assets worth over $400 million.    
 
The nearshore profiles from HBRC survey data attached to my submission are cause 
for alarm. An expert review updating my 2010 estimate of 250,000m3 as the net loss 
of inshore sediment has increased to 387,000m3 (see page 8). This 54% increase or 
extra 137,000m3 of erosion confirms Councils failure to address a proper solution for 
Westshore Beach has created a major problem and limited future solutions. 
 
Records show Westshore Beach was a stable natural growing shingle spit in a 
constant state of accretion until the 1980’s. Vital development at the Port and a 
consequence of dredging a deeper channel for navigation is directly responsible for 
the state of permanent erosion which is now recognised by Beca Consultants. The 
fast growing sediment deficit can only lead to the total loss of a large section of 
beach where NCC built infrastructure and established secure residential property.  
 
The Coastal Strategy committee adopted evidence from NCC that beach nourishment 
is holding most of the Westshore coastline (as per committee notes). Recently, HBRC 
stated the inshore sediment deficit is not a significant contributor to erosion of the 
coastline but overwhelming evidence of the steeper beach gradient, deeper 
nearshore and the retreating shoreline do not support both pivotal theories. 
 
HB residents, who remember the expansive sandy beach at Westshore before the 
1980’s, have to endure endless years of frustration because Councillors accept 
permanent damage, ignore the principal cause, discount practical solutions and 
choose to overlook who should actually pay to fix the unintentional damage.  
 
Erosion since 1985 on this section of beach, in the lee of Port development, has 
absolutely nothing to do with sea level rise due to climate change. Also, the experts 
who blame the 1931 Earthquake should be made to explain how an isolated 2.85 km 
section of beach suddenly starts eroding after 50 plus years, when a shipping channel 
is deepened and allowed to trap natural flows of beach replenishment.  
 
I would welcome an opportunity for further discussion or at least some precise 
feedback on where the evidence and my opinion are completely wrong. 
 
Kind regards and thanks again 

 
Larry Dallimore                                                            copies to: Mayor Dalton and Cr Jeffery 
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Port of Napier - Dredging Programme 
Sand dumped close enough to benefit Westshore Beach 

2014 =     1,200 m3 
2015 =   88,324 m3 
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Subject:  Westshore Sand Replenishment 
Date:  Fri, 3 Jun 2016 11:32:13 +1200 
From:  Councillor Faye White <faye.white@napier.govt.nz> 
To:  Larry Dallimore 
CC:  bill.dalton@napier.govt.nz, tony.jeffery@napier.govt.nz 
 
 
Hi Larry 
 
My apologies for the delay in replying to your email. 
 
Thank you for your very comprehensive letter which outlined the current sand 
replenishment at Westshore Beach which you backed up with figures of the Port of Napier 
Dredging Programme from 2012 to 2015. 
 
I was interested in the statistical information and the beneficial benefits gained from the 
Port's maintenance dredging in 2015 which dumped 88,324m3 of clean sand within 400m of 
the beach off The Esplanade.  I feel this statistical information is worth a discussion with the 
Coastal Strategy Group given that we are now in the Stage 2 process and have Stephen 
Daysh and Wayne Wells from EMS advising the Group on the decision making process 
relating to the cells. Given the benefits of the 2015 dredging programme, Larry how would 
you envisage getting sand closer to the southern end so it, too can reap the benefits of the 
sand dredging? Is the dredge unable to get close enough to that area of Westshore?  
>  
I do not disagree with many of your observations. I was around HB in the 1970s and well  
remember having picnics with my parents and family "in the sand dunes". Whether erosion 
of Westshore is part of NZ's natural coastal sea processes, or it has been man-made doesn't 
decrease the risks we face in the future from increasing sea level change, inundation or 
storm surges. What we all agree on is we need some solutions!!! I do believe HB is probably 
leading most cities in NZ with its progress thus far on a Coastal Hazards Strategy which I'm 
sure will provide some robust do-able resolutions to the ever increasing risk of coastal 
erosion, inundation and storm surges. 
  
It is a patience game, Larry. I know you feel very frustrated seeing an eroding coast 
especially at the southern end of Westshore and you feel everyone is sitting on their hands 
and ignoring the erosion problem. While I cannot speak for the Group, I believe our Councils 
are not "ignoring" the problem and are now looking at the whole coast in an holistic way. It 
is recognised that Westshore will need to be prioritised when considering the whole 
strategic Coastal Hazard document. 
  
With your permission, I would like to forward your email onto Mike Adye, with a copy to 
Peter Beaven, for his comments.  
 
Kind regards 
 
Faye White 
Deputy Mayor 
Napier City Council 
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24 June 2016 
 
Deputy Mayor of Napier and Member of HBRC Coastal Strategy Committee 
 
Hi Faye 
 

Sand is Vital for Rebuilding Westshore Beach 
 
Further to your email of 3 June 2016. The statistical information you refer to is well 
known to the NCC and the HBRC and as you pointed out, well worth having a 
discussion. Unfortunately, both Councils do not accept the now accelerating loss of 
sand from the nearshore is significant and a critical factor for saving Westshore.  
 
The growing inshore sediment deficit is serious and there are no effective solutions 
in place to control the most significant threat to the south end of Westshore if saving 
land becomes the objective. The gradual loss of beach and increasing exposure to 
damage by erosion was clearly evident in the graphs using HBRC seabed data in my 
submission to the Committee on 2 May 2016. This information simply updates and 
validates the same concerns presented to the Mayor Arnott council back in 2009. 
 
As pointed out to the NCC many times since May 2009, coastal protection at 
Westshore Beach continues to get weaker instead of stronger as it did up to 1985 
when the southern end of Westshore was in a constant state of accretion. As you are 
aware, NCC assured residents the Nourishment Scheme was maintaining a stable 
beach and it was in a state of cyclical erosion or ‘net zero’ sediment loss until Cr 
Jeffery initiated a seminar in 2010. NCC suddenly agreed with my assessment when 
expert consultants, Beca Infrastructure conceded Westshore Beach is in a permanent 
state of erosion. This fact is critical if a durable solution is ever seriously considered. 
 
High seas and severe weather events since the mid 1800’s are well recorded but the 
most recent major event during August 1974 is confined to damage at the Port and 
flooding at Clive. At that time with personal work experience, 3 to 4m waves were 
pounding Westshore Beach, seafront roads were blocked with debris while 7m 
waves (measured) went close to breaching the Port breakwater. A similar event will 
be devastating for Westshore. During the last 8–10 years, the Nourishment Scheme 
has proved to be totally inadequate and severely compromised coastline protection. 
The expected property losses, huge costs and preventable damage to natural assets 
will not surprise experienced coastal engineers or those who monitor the beach. 
 
In 2009, both Councils were approached with concerns over the Nourishment 
Scheme which was obviously inadequate and imported material was incompatible to 
replace sand. Councillors showed little interest and engineers were dismissive and 
refused to explain or discuss the solution unless directed by the Ombudsman Office. 
The Office had to intervene on three occasions. First complaint was NCC refusing to 
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provide a precise answer, second complaint was HBRC refusing to explain why 
nourishment was the best long term solution (addressed by 3 meetings with Prof 
Komar who suggested concerns are best directed to an engineer) and the third 
complaint was NCC continuing to ignore regular monthly requests for the Cowell 
Report which was commissioned by the CEO during May 2011.  
 
The Cowell Report, a review of my Westshore Erosion Assessment 2010 and 
considerable additional evidence sent direct to Dr Cowell in Sydney, finally arrived in 
draft form on 6 May 2016 but is still not available after more than 5 years. The 
response to the submission on Westshore erosion (see page 7) as presented to the 
Hearing you chaired refers to an independent report. You advised the report was 
coming from Tonkin & Taylor for the Coastal Strategy Committee but apparently it 
refers to the overdue Cowell Report which has nothing to do with the Joint Coastal 
Strategy committee and no relevance to Tonkin & Taylors erosion assessment. The 
NCC response to my submission with “thinking can begin” is fabricated nonsense. 
Numerous experts are ready and willing to review my assessment so there are no 
excuses for a Mayor, Councillor or CEO ignoring a report for over 5 years which is 
suddenly important expert advice and pivotal to a solution for Westshore Beach.  
 
It is easy to understand why Councillors have difficulty grasping erosion problems at 
Westshore Beach when engineers find the solution “too complicated” or “far from a 
no brainer” according to the NCC response to my 2016 Submission on the LTP. Also, a 
solution is impossible when NCC explains the cause of erosion is “Cross shore 
sediment drift is a complex situation that has been occurring for a very long period of 
time” (see response page 7). Nobody can explain this utter nonsense. It is easy to 
understand why Councillors are oblivious to alternatives and continue to adopt the 
‘cheap patch up’ nourishment scheme that doesn’t need a new budget and allows 
the culpable Port Company to consolidate their claim that they are exonerated. 
 
Westshore Beach erosion is serious and deserves the same attention as other 
beaches on the HB gravel coast. HDC has approved seawall protection at Clifton due 
to a lack of replenishment from Cape Kidnappers. NCC has maintained coastal 
protection along Hardinge Road due to replenishment being impeded by the Port 
breakwater since 1887. NCC is planning to rebuild and strengthen protection 
between Whakarire Ave and James Street due to interruption of replenishment by 
Perfume Point Pier and the Western Mole plus an absence of maintenance to rock 
protection since 1924. NCC should urgently consider soft and hard engineering at 
Westshore Beach due to natural supplies of replenishment being trapped in a 
deepened shipping channel. This urgent work will not wait years for a chance to be 
considered by a Coastal Strategy Committee set up to deal with predicted issues.  
 
Westshore Beach erosion has absolutely nothing to do with sea level rise due to 
climate change. It now appears NCC will not attend to Westshore Beach and any 
resolution will be up to a committee that will have to work outside the original brief 
which is to address climate change in 50 and 100 years. The erosion problem at 
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Westshore is unique, isolated and deserves more urgency than any erosion related 
to sea level rise. We accept past erosion between Bayview and Tangoio is directly 
related to replenishment starvation at Westshore and current accretion is directly 
related to imported nourishment and sand dredged from the shipping channel. 
 
NCC response (see page 7) noted “the Coastal Strategy Committee has identified a 
number of cells of which Westshore is one”. Addressing sea level rise and considering 
erosion solutions for multiple beaches within two separate littoral cells was absurd. 
The final decision to consider each littoral cell is illogical because coastal processes 
are linked by the same longshore coastal sediment drift which moves gravel and sand 
north between the Haumoana and Bayview Cells. The Eastern (Ahuriri) Spit and the 
Meeanee (Westshore) Spit were formed from gravel via the Marine Parade and sand 
accumulating in the Shipping Channel is from one cell to the other (Komar Report). 
 
Prior to major road, rail and building development needing large quantities of river 
gravel 50 odd years ago, HB’s shingle spits were maintained in accretion with gravel 
moving by flood flows to the coast and ocean swells moving shingle north by the 
longshore drift. Constant replenishment allowed beaches to grow in breadth to 
counter any erosion and in height to counter any sea level rise. Therefore, providing 
gravel continues to collapse from the cliffs of Cape Kidnappers and uninterrupted 
supplies of gravel continue to flow to the coast from the Ruahine Ranges, HB gravel 
beaches will maintain the coastline and protect the backshore (per Dr Cowell). 
 
However during recent years, commercial extraction and man-made impediments to 
the flow of shingle from the Tukituki River catchment and on the coast between 
Awatoto and the Inner Harbour now determines which beach will end up in a state of 
erosion. Man-made impediments include a proposed dam, river diversions, river 
mouth groynes, sea level stormwater outlets, shingle retaining groyne, a breakwater 
apron, a breakwater extension, a shipping channel, and harbour entrance moles.        
 
Your suggestion to forward my supporting evidence for the gradual growth of the 
inshore sediment deficit onto Mike and Peter could be pointless. Mike Adye, HBRC 
chief engineer does not and will not accept sand accumulating in the Port shipping 
channel would otherwise replenish Westshore Beach, eventhough Prof Komar said 
“of course” and Mr Reinen-Hamill said “yes – all sediment moves north”. Mr Adye 
disputed my conversation at the recent ‘Coastal Hazard Consultation’ at the Surf 
Club. Mr Adye who was not party to the discussion, claims Mr Reinen-Hamill only 
said “all sand moves north”. I did not misinterpret his expert opinion as implied 
however I intend to have this very important point clarified.  
 
Peter Beaven, chairperson of the Coastal Strategy Committee emailed a response to 
my concerns for Westshore - “there are arguably more urgent matters to deal with at 
Clifton and Haumoana”. Taking a holistic approach to addressing sea level rise over 
the next 50 and 100 years is most appropriate. However, bundling Westshore and 
Clifton together as if erosion problems were related or solutions were the same has 
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contributed to the lack of progress over too many years. Both beaches simply lack 
replenishment but as mentioned, one is due to flows of sand trapped in a shipping 
channel and the other is due to insufficient gravel collapsing from cliffs. 
 
Your comment on whether erosion at Westshore is natural or man-made is also a 
dilemma for engineers. NCC engineers concluded Westshore erosion was cyclical or 
as they described it “gone today – back tomorrow”. Prof Komar determined erosion 
was “net zero” or simply no long term gain or loss. Both Councils have spent millions 
of dollars on reports based on temporary erosion.  When Beca Infrastructure, NCC 
consultants conceded permanent erosion, as detailed in my Erosion Assessment 
2010, every expert report on Westshore Beach erosion became virtually worthless.  
 
As a retired civil engineering contractor with experience on coastal protection 
projects, I have a clear preference for soft engineering to address natural cyclical 
erosion but fully support hard engineering as a limited option to address permanent 
erosion. Generally, natural erosion is ‘move out or pay plenty’. When engineers can’t 
agree on the cause and the resultant problem – agreeing on a solution is impossible. 
 
I believe it is taking too long for the Port to become a major part of the solution 
rather than a major part of the problem. However, recent events suggest positive 
change when the Port opted to use a smaller dredge which was a huge benefit to the 
north end of Westshore, the collection of extensive sonar information for seabed 
contour mapping off Westshore and the very recent installation of an expensive sea 
current measuring buoy in the lee of the shipping channel. The Port is privy to a 
report “Coastal Change at Napier with Special Reference to Erosion at Westshore  - 
1999” written by Prof Kirk and Dr Single from Land and Water Studies International 
Ltd. This report describes 13 contributing factors for erosion but they will not release 
it to HBRC (the owner) or the public because according to the CEO, it is reserved for 
any need in the Environment Court. Transparency is a major issue for all parties. 
 
Causal factors for erosion were derived from the reputed 80 odd engineer reports 
which overlooked five crucial man-made impediments to the movement of sediment 
between the Marine Parade and the Eastern Mole. The Komar Report was the only 
report to mention the shipping channel, but only in passing. Prof Komar noted “it’s 
time to put aside blame for the breakwater” from which the Port claims exoneration. 
Prof Komar also noted “dredged sand should be used to improve recreational 
development at Westshore” but evidence, in my letter dated 18 May 2016, confirms 
this has not been done. Prof Komar determined only fine sand moves east around 
the breakwater which is similar grain size found on the beach. Sudden erosion at 
Westshore in the mid 1980’s and sand trapped in a deepened the shipping channel 
for larger ships in the mid 1980’s was not just a strange or unfortunate coincidence. 
 
Council’s inability to identify a solution for a 30 year old simple erosion problem is 
unacceptable and very frustrating. The NCC position has been very clear “engineers 
do not have a solution better than continued beach nourishment” and “if there was a 
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better solution, there is no budget”. The first reason is an insult to competent coastal 
engineers and the second is Councils financial commitment to other projects. The 
effort to develop the Marine Parade for tourism has been relentless however the 
effort to take care of Napier’s only safe swimming beach has been appalling. 
 
Mr Adye does not see any correlation between nearshore seabed erosion and Tonkin 
& Taylors latest erosion assessment which adds 361 residential properties to the 13 
in the 2008 Erosion Zone. He points out all bathymetry was fed into computer 
modelling to produce Erosion Zones which now include private property valued over 
$220 million.  The recent 2015 sonar logs carried out by the Port (unknown to HBRC 
until 2016) could show slightly less than the 387,000m3 inshore deficit. This is due to 
a balance of the 88,000m3 of sand dredged during the 2015 programme, still lying on 
the seabed after just 3 moderate swell events.    
 
Mr Adye remains adamant the best solution for Westshore is beach nourishment. 
Imported shingle is dumped above high tide to form a 3m high embankment because 
material cannot be placed directly in the swash zone without rapidly washing away. 
Shingle is only fed into the beach system by moderate to extreme swell events which 
on average frequent Westshore 8 times per year. By the end of winter, nourishment 
is exhausted leaving the eroded face of the beach barrier ridge as the only real 
protection for the backshore. This crude shingle seawall solution is ‘managed retreat’ 
which is the HBRC preferred solution. The current source of nourishment is ‘straight 
haul shingle’ which has ‘user unfriendly’ larger stones and the ability to compact 
which accounts for the vertical seaward face providing near impossible beach access. 
 
The question presented to both councils since 2009 deserves an answer. “At what 
point between the high tide mark and the barrier ridge, or the shingle bank, or the 
backshore reserve, or the road and services, or private property will erosion be 
allowed to encroach before a durable solution is considered”? Otherwise a direct 
answer to “when will Council install a durable solution or when will Council decide 
the final solution is ‘do nothing’ so residents can prepare to vacate their homes”?     
 
The answer to your question on the various options on how to get sand to the 
southern end has been discussed with other councillors. Several proven and 
affordable solutions include using suction dredges with loaded drafts of 3m or less, 
pipeline pumping from the shipping channel or adjacent seabed, creating onshore 
sand surpluses for transport to the south end, smaller towed barges for shallow 
dumping, dredging a trench to enable spraying sand to the nearshore and 
transferring sand to where it can enter the longshore drift to Westshore. Specialists 
would have other economic options but regular dredging for a constant supply of 
replenishment is important to maintain a recreational beach. 
 
Unfortunately, the benefits achieved by the Port using a smaller dredge in 2015 
appear short lived. The dredging programme planned for 2018 will be carried out by 
a larger dredge which has a loaded draft exceeding 4 meters. This means an untimely 
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end to the benefits of dredged sand being dumped in shallower water, closer to the 
beach and nearer to the Surf Club where sand is needed for a decent beach. 
 
There is a touch of irony in your comment “we need solutions” after hearing so many 
candidates for council over so many years saying “we must get back a sandy beach at 
Westshore”. Delays directly attributable to NCC have made a mockery of these 
claims and your comment “it’s a patience game” has been ringing in my ears for 7 
long years since the day Bill Dalton understood my concerns and offered to assist. I 
have shown incredible patience but ‘mark my words’ - we are running out of time. 
 
Regardless of sea level rise due to climate change and putting aside excuses and 
causes of erosion, NCC must insist the Port of Napier honours an obligation to 
restore a Napier beach rather than encourage them to assist as a favour. Besides the 
25,000m3 to 30,000m3 of sand accumulating in the shipping trench each year, there 
are many millions of tonnes of perfect beach replenishment sand on the seabed 
which Westshore Beach desperately needs. 
 
If this exercise cannot be done by regular dumping of dredged sand in adequate 
quantities, the Council could consider a separate regular dredging operation. By now, 
all Napier residents are resigned to the fact that Westshore will never be the safe 
sandy swimming beach they enjoyed before the mid 1980’s. This beach is a regional 
asset and desperately needs Councillors prepared to take as much interest in existing 
natural assets as building grandiose concrete structures such as Velodromes.  
 
If not, Council should announce they will provide residents with help to relocate and 
pay compensation. Any resident between Hardinge Road and Bayview should not be 
involved in a special levy or rating surcharge to repair damage created by a third 
party and made worse by Councils failure to act. The only comparison between 
Westshore and recent erosion on a Sydney beach where 8m waves and king tides 
threatened 10 mansions is the Council failed to install a seawall and save many 
$millions before the event. The onus for cost should be with HBRC as the 100% 
owner of the Port of Napier. 
 
I appreciate your genuine interest in Westshore Beach and the extra effort to 
understand the underlying problems. I am happy to elaborate on any point and 
would welcome any discussion or response where there is disagreement. I trust this 
is not too much information but it should confirm it would be pointless sharing my 
previous email with Mike Adye or with Peter Beaven who merely responds to my 
input with answers written by Mike. 
 
Regards and thanks 
Larry Dallimore 
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Subject:  Westshore Sand Replenishment 
Date:  Mon, 27 Jun 2016 23:07:43 +1200 
From:  Larry Dallimore 
To:  Councillor Faye White <faye.white@napier.govt.nz> 
CC:  Bill Dalton bill.dalton@napier.govt.nz 

Councillor Tony Jeffery <tony.jeffery@napier.govt.nz> 
 

 

Hi Faye 
 
Further to my apology, I finally have an answer and some detail but have not got 
around to doing the graph to clearly show how the offshore seabed has not changed 
and how the inshore seabed has seriously eroded to make many Westshore homes 
highly vulnerable to the next severe ocean storm event.  
 
The high seas this coming weekend will be a ripple at Westshore compared to first 
hand experience with the huge seas on 24th August 1974. We have been lucky - so 
may it continue. I look forward to your comment. 
 
All the best  
Larry  
 
 
 
 
 
Subject:  Westshore Sand Replenishment 
Date:  Tue, 28 Jun 2016 09:25:33 +1200 
From:  Councillor Tony Jeffery <tony.jeffery@napier.govt.nz> 
To:  Larry Dallimore 
CC:  Councillor Faye White <faye.white@napier.govt.nz>,  

Bill Dalton <bill.dalton@napier.govt.nz> 
 

Hi Larry, 
 
Your response to Faye's question of  "how do you envisage getting clean sand in 
close enough to benefit the most southern end of  Westshore" would be greatly 
appreciated. 
 
Regards 
Tony 
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Subject:  Westshore Sand Replenishment 
Date:  Tue, 28 Jun 2016 11:03:23 +1200 
From:  Larry Dallimore  
To:  Councillor Tony Jeffery <tony.jeffery@napier.govt.nz> 
CC:  Councillor Faye White <faye.white@napier.govt.nz>,  

Bill Dalton <bill.dalton@napier.govt.nz> 
 

 

Hi Tony 
 
My response to Faye without lengthy detail is on page 5 as attached. I have assumed 
we agree manufactured sand is unsuitable, land deposits are not available and sand 
from nearby beaches is scarce or royalties are prohibitive.  

 

 
 

Factors that determine affordability include: 
a) Port shipping channel is 2km from the beach which is a long distance to pump        
sand. 
b) Piping would need to be submerged across the Inner Harbour to keep it open. 
c) Transferring sand from suction dredge hopper to small barges is very costly. 
 
1. Could you please confirm the "independent report" which the Coastal Joint      
Committee is 'awaiting' is in fact the Cowell Report?             
2. If so, when did HBRC Councillors on the committee and HBRC engineers from the    
Technical Group agree to consider this report? 
3. Could you give me an update on the Cowell Report which was simply a review of 
an erosion assessment and supporting evidence? 
 

I trust my opinion is helpful and look forward to your response. 
 
Regards and thanks  
Larry   
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Subject:  Westshore Sand Replenishment/Peter Cowell Rpt 
Date:  Tue, 28 Jun 2016 19:03:40 +1200 
From:  Councillor Tony Jeffery <tony.jeffery@napier.govt.nz> 
To:  Larry Dallimore,  

Bill Dalton <bill.dalton@napier.govt.nz>,  
Faye White <faye_white@xtra.co.nz>,  
Wayne Jack <waynej@napier.govt.nz> 

 

 
Subject: Re: Westshore Sand Replenishment/Peter Cowell Rpt 

 
Hi Larry, 
 
I understand that the report Mike Adye is awaiting is the Auckland University 
Professor's peer review of the T&T coastal assessment and risk reports. 
 
I would assume this to be essential before the stage two decision making framework 
commences. 
 
The draft of the report that the NCC commissioned was received by Management in 
May. This is now back with Professor Cowell for completion. 
 
When this is done a decision will be made on its incorporation into the coastal 
strategy. 
 
I suggest that you contact Mike Adye directly for the TAG view on where they see the 
Cowell Report sitting with the coastal strategy. 
 
 
regards 
Tony 
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30 June 2016 
 
Hi Tony 
 
I appreciate your response to my queries. Given you are content with my answer to 
Faye White, your view of my opinion for ‘getting dredged sand close enough to 
benefit the south end of Westshore Beach’ would be very helpful.  
 
We can only hope the HB Marine Information - Research and Strategy presented to 
HBRC on 29 June 2016 does not stop or limit the opportunity to have the sand 
trapped in the shipping channel returned back to Westshore Beach.  
 
The early science presented by Dr Tim Haggitt indicated dredged sand from the 
shipping channel could contain contaminants. This would limit affordable options if 
this sand is unsuitable for disposal off Westshore Beach.  
 
Councillor confusion over which independent report is referred to in NCC response to 
my written submission for the Long Term Plan must be resolved. Cr White advised it 
was a Tonkin & Taylors Report, Cr Herbert advised it was definitely the Cowell Report 
and now you advise it is the Kench Report.  
 
The Coastal Strategy Committee commissioned Prof Paul Kench from the Auckland 
University to peer review Tonkin & Taylor’s hazard and risk assessments. NCC 
commissioned Dr Peter Cowell from Sydney to peer review an erosion assessment 
which has nothing to do with Mr Reinen-Hamill from Tonkin & Taylor. 
 
Accordingly, your advice that the Cowell Report could be considered for 
incorporation into the Coastal Strategy adds more confusion. Dr Cowell peer 
reviewed the Dr Gibbs 2002 Review of Hazard Zones which determined erosion at 
Westshore Beach from 1962 with no research or evidence to support the theory. 
 
As a senior Councillor and member of the Coastal Strategy Committee: 
1. Why has the Cowell Report taken over 5 years so far? 
2. Did NCC find the content unsatisfactory and put the report on hold? 
3. Why did NCC accept the delay and not seek the services of another scientist? 
4. Why is NCC relying on a scientist instead of an engineer for erosion solutions? 
5. Why would the HBRC Coastal Strategy Committee with Prof Komar and Tonkin & 

Taylor as consultants, incorporate the work of Dr Peter Cowell? 
 
I appreciate your assistance and look forward to your response. 
 
Regards 
Larry 
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5 July 2016 
 

Cr Tony Jeffery 
Coastal Strategy Committee – NCC Member 
 

Hi Tony 
 

Your feedback is appreciated and I hope you are content with my opinion on ‘getting 
sand where it can benefit the south end of Westshore’ as sent to Cr White earlier. I 
also agree the Coastal Strategy Committee is making steady progress.  
 

My concern is NCC not accepting the need for urgency for uncontrolled erosion on an 
isolated stretch of Westshore Beach. The NCC solution that appeared to work for 20 
odd years has proved to be totally inadequate and the inshore sediment deficit 
created is now critical. Your refusal to give answers related to the Cowell Report is 
understandable but disappointing. 
 

As suggested, I contacted the HBRC to sort out exactly which report was referred to 
in the NCC response to my submission on the Long Term Plan. The Technical Advisory 
Group (TAG) is not aware of the Cowell Report. I agree it would be logical for the TAG 
team to look at other reports including the Cowell Report, if and when it is adopted.  
 

The TAG team will be relying on the expertise of Tonkin & Taylor to address erosion. 
The Joint Committee will be making many decisions on Stage 2 before they need to 
consider solutions for erosion and inundation. Sea level rise will get careful attention 
over many years but my view is - the accelerating erosion at Westshore is serious 
and deserves urgent attention.  
 

NCC comment “Now that information has been updated around probable coastal 
erosion effects over time in Westshore, thinking can begin to mitigate erosion effects” 
is a feeble excuse for taking so long to fix preventable damage. 
 

NCC comment “The Joint Committee is awaiting the finalisation of an independent 
report that examines the cause of the erosion and options for long term solutions” 
has been confirmed as absolute bunkum and was included to mislead submitters.  
 

NCC claiming “Identifying a long term solution is far from a no brainer” for a simple 
erosion problem similar to Hardinge Road is an insult to coastal engineers. NCC failed 
to ensure beach sand trapped at the Port was not redirected back to Westshore. NCC 
also failed to install durable coastal protection where beach replenishment is not a 
practical option. Overlooking these 2 issues has ruined Napier’s most popular beach. 
 

The HBRC Coastal Strategy Joint Committee set up almost 3 years ago and moving at 
glacial pace has done absolutely nothing to fix Westshore Beach. NCC allowed a city 
beach to perish then gave the HBRC special committee a ‘hospital pass’ to fix a 30 
year old problem which has nothing to do with climate change and sea level rise. 
 

Kind regards and thanks again 
Larry Dallimore 
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Subject:  Westshore Sand Replenishment/Peter Cowell Rpt 
Date:  Fri, 8 Jul 2016 12:44:25 +1200 
From:  Councillor Tony Jeffery <tony.jeffery@napier.govt.nz> 
To:  Larry Dallimore 
CC:  Bill Dalton <bill.dalton@napier.govt.nz>,  

Faye White@xtra.co.nz <faFaye_white@xtra.co.nz>,  
Wayne Jack <waynej@napier.govt.nz> 

 

 

Hi Larry, 
 
Your feedback on the practicalities of the various methods of "getting sand” to the 
southern end were clear and helpful. 
 
I have provided you with all the information that I have at this time on the impending 
Cowell Report. 
 
It is completely incorrect for you to claim that I have "refused" to do this but not at 
all surprising. 
 
Stage 2 will set the decision making framework. I will expect this to include member 
councils reports regarding mitigation of area specific issues. 
 
Your critiques of the NCC staff comments are noted and best directed to council 
management for response. 
 
kind regards 
Tony 
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9 July 2016  
 
Cr Tony Jeffery 
Coastal Strategy Committee – NCC Member 
 
Hi Tony 
 
A final comment on your email - 8 July 2016. CEO Neil Taylor shared my concerns and 
commissioned Dr Peter Cowell to review my Erosion Assessment. For reasons 
unknown, NCC will not divulge why we had to wait 5 years and 2 months so far, 
when other experts were available. This query has to be put aside. 
 
I concede you did not ‘refuse to answer’ but accept you chose to overlook the 5 
reasonable questions which I believe have simple answers. Unfortunately, the lack of 
progress for the Cowell Report has not bothered the Mayor or any Councillor.  
 
Expecting validation of my concerns or waiting to be told my Assessment is totally 
flawed has been frustrating and time consuming. My focus has always been on best 
practice solutions before Westshore Beach reaches the point of “too late to fix”. I 
was hoping you would appreciate the urgency to address Westshore and agree the 
Joint Committee should not be entirely responsible for fixing the beach. 
 
I am aware the Mayor has seen the draft of the Cowell Report but the Ward 
Councillor for Westshore has been denied access. Also, it is inconceivable how such 
an important and pivotal report, even in draft form since 6 May 2016, can be 
withheld from the two NCC Councillors on the Coastal Strategy Committee. 
  
Your final point on the NCC response to my submission on the LTP could do with 
some background. I contacted the Ward Councillor, then Cr White, then Engineering 
Dept, then Planning Dept, then Administration and as a last resort, yourself as my 
elected Councillor and very capable member on the Coastal Strategy Joint 
Committee. NCC staff will not discuss erosion issues so it appears another submission 
to NCC remains unanswered and unresolved. Again, the exercise proved pointless. 
 
I assume your comment “but not at all surprising” was referring to my frustration 
over NCC emails repeatedly giving false information on the expected arrival of the 
Cowell Report. I have become resilient to such situations so there are no surprises. 
 
I thank you for responding and I genuinely hope Council will not need to explain why 
a better effort was not made to save an iconic beach. The attached photos taken this 
morning during the first moderate winter swell may be of interest. 
 
Regards and thanks 
Larry  
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9th July 2016 – Moderate 1.5m Swell 
Significant wave 10am: Westshore @ 2.0m (Port Buoy @ 2.7m – Cyclone Pam 2015 @ 4.7m) 
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Subject:  Dr Cowell Report & Submission to LTP 
Date:  Sun, 10 Jul 2016 00:21:20 +1200 
From:  Councillor Tony Jeffery <tony.jeffery@napier.govt.nz> 
To:  Larry Dallimore 
CC:  Bill Dalton <bill.dalton@napier.govt.nz>,  

Faye White <faye_white@xtra.co.nz> 

 

Thanks for wrapping up the loose ends for my information Larry . 
 
I was unaware that you had previously sought further clarification from council staff 
on your dis-satisfaction with the response to your submission. 
 
With the officer responsible on leave I contacted James Minehan for assistance in 
answering your questions. He was of the same understanding as I was with regard to 
the report being awaited by the TAG team and the fact that only a very rough draft 
had been received by NCC management from Cowell. 
 
I can assure you that I have receive no briefing on the content of the "rough draft" 
and would prefer to receive a completed report for consideration. 
 
I understand and share your frustration with regard to waiting over 4 years to have 
your assessment reviewed. 
 
This may have gone of the radar during the previous administration but I have no 
doubts regarding the difficult ongoing efforts to procure it during this one. 
 
I share your confidence in the wider strategic process and look forward to the stage 2 
decision making framework. 
 
Two working parties for the coast north and south of the PONL would make sense. 
The framework would ensure that member councils area specific mitigation could be 
incorporated in stages 3 & 4(2017) 
 
Your photos of the surging at the gravel barrier during the last 24 hours are as 
compelling as the need for the best long term remedy. 
 
kind regards 
Tony 
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Larry
Typewritten Text
This is the point where I had to give up - both Napier Councillors completely missed the important points or just failed to understand "inshore deficit".1.  Westshore erosion has nothing to do with climate change in 50 or 100 years.2.  Tonkin & Taylors work is based on Prof Komars comprehensive report.3.  Dr Cowells report is a review of Dallimores Erosion Assessment.4.  Tonkins will not seek or listen to Dr Cowells report while they have Komars.5.  Tonkins accept Komars conclusion that the Port is not responsible for erosion.6.  The Coastal Strategy committee has never considered cause let alone a solution. 




